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1CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
Purpose of this study .— It has been the purpose
of this study to find out to vihat extent democratic
principles are practiced in the relationships between
administrator and teachers in the administration and
supervision of the secondary schools of Massachusetts.
Democratic relations and methods involving students with
teachers or administrators were not considered. Having
sent out explanatory covering letters with return post-
cards enclosed to all of the secondary school principals
in Massachusetts, replies indicating willingness to co-
operate were received from 175 of the 258 secondary
school principals in the state. These principals also
furnished, on request, the names of i|.7I social-studies
teachers, under their supervision, who might possibly
participate. The check-lists sent to principals were
returned by I56 of them, representing a return ratio of
79 per cent. The check-lists sent to the social-studies
teachers and returned amounted to 238, representing a
return ratio of lj.9 per cent. Check-lists were returned
from secondary schools with e nrollment and staffs ranging
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2from 56 students and 5 teachers to schools with 2696
students and II8 teachers. All types of communities
were represented. llie writer feels that although the
volume of check-list returns does not give a completely
authentic picture, some importance and significance can
be attached to the conclusions reached because of the
wide variety of schools answering and the variable enroll-
ment of the individual schools.
Significance of the Problem
Recognition of the principles involved .— Most of
us in the field are well aware of two diametrically op-
posed points of view in the educational administration
of our schools. One tends tov/ard the autocratic, dicta-
torial, regimentation of teachers to the will of the
administrator. If any concept of cooperative admini-
stration is utilized at all, it usually has degenerated
into selfish c ooperation where advisory committees and
participating bodies consist of a few selected members
of the faculties who thus determine the standards and the
practices under which all must exist. There are three
objections to this type of administration. First, there
is the failure to recognize and utilize the creative
thinking of all members of the staff. Second, under this
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form only a fev/ teachers exoerience the cooperative
experience of working with the administration. Third,
there is no complete representation regarding the
interests of all of the personnel.
Values of cooperative adminis tration .— The
other type of educational administration is that of
the flexible coordination of faculty and administrator
for the intelligent, efficient, and beneficial running
of the schools. Dr. Roy 0, Billet, of Boston University,
1/
suns up this idea when he says:
"Stated briefly, the secondary school
"indicated" for democracy will be free,
public, coeducational and comprehensive.
It will be staffed by administrators,
supervisors, and teachers who know what
democracy is, who exemplify democracy in
their own lives, and who understand how
important it is in this present day to
encourage the general public to think
hard about education and democracy. The
secondary school indicated for a democracy
will be organized and administered as a
miniature democracy,
"
Barr, Burton, and Brueckner give the following as a
2/
modern definition of supervision:
"An expert technical service primarily
concerned with studying and bettering the
conditions that* surround learning,"
1/
'
Billet
,
Roy 6 . Fundamentals of Secondary School
Teaching, Houghton Mifflin Company. The Riverside
Press. Cambridge, Massachusetts, 19^1-0 > P*
^ Barr, A. S,, Willian H. Burton, and Leo J. Brueckner,
Supervision . D, Appleton-Century Co. New York,
193b, p. 20,
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It is most significant.
point out that:
1/
when shortly after. the authors
"the improvement of teachers is not so much a
supervisory function in which the teachers participate,
as a teacher function in which supervisors participate."
Koopmsin, Miel and Misner give the following picture, in its
2/
ideal state, of an educational organization:
"An educational organization will be more func-
,
tional if it assumes that the faculty is a true social
unit and the central unit in the total educational
organization. The manner in which the faculty is
organized for v/orking together and for working with
students and with community adults determines the
nature of the participation of all three groups."
The deterioration of morale attendant upon lack of democratic
1/
participation is admirably set forth by John Dewey:
"Where there is little power there is correspond-
ingly little sense of positive responsibility. It is
enough to do what one is told sufficiently well to
escape flagrant and unfavorable notice. About larger
matters a spirit of passivity is engendered. It may
be added that in the case of certain temperants there
is a disposition to pass on to those who are under
the immediate jurisidict ion of the teacher - namely,
the children - the pattern of strict subordination
which they themselves have to follow. It may be a
guess, but I think it is a safe guess, that the dic-
tatorial autocratic attitude adopted by some teachers
in the classroom is in some considerable measure a
reflection of what they feel they suffer from. It
IT Ibid. ; p. 2l|.
2/ Koopman, G. Robert, Alice Miel, and Paul J. Misner.
Democracy in School Administration . D. Appleton-
Century Company. New York]i I9l]^57”p» 75-77«
Dev/ey, John. Democracy for the Teacher . Progressive
Education, Vol. VIII, No. 5, 1951, p. 216-218.
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offers a partial compensation for their own subjection.
If these teachers had an opportunity to take some
active part in the formation of general policies,
they might well be moved to be less autocratic in
their own domain.
"
Methods of Procedure and Area of the Study
Methods used to gather data.-- The initial step in
gathering data for this study was to obtain from the
1/
Education Directory of the state of Massachusetts the
names of the 258 secondary school principals in the state.
2/
A letter was sent to each cf these principals explaining
the nature of the study being made, the wish to include
them in the study, the amount of time that the study would
take on their part, and promising to send to them a s\immary
of the findings when the study was completed. Also includ-
ed was a self-addressed post card on 'Miich space was provided
for the signature of the principal if he wished to partici-
pate, the name and address of the school, the grades under
his supervision, and the names of his social studies teachers
who might be willing to help. As evidenced by the check-lists
1/
in the appendix, an effort was made to find out:
1. Whether a specific policy involving participation
existed.
l7 State department of Education. Educational Directory
Bulletin of the Department of l^ducation, 19k7
•
No* 1*
2/ Appendix, p. 55*
^ Appendix, p. 57”67*
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2. Whether the opportunity was present to participate
on the part of both teachers and administrators.
3. Whether teachers and principals actually did parti-
cipate when the opportunity was present.
On receipt of 175 post cards from the principals and
the names of 175 principals and [|.71 social studies teachers,
1/
a prepared five-page check-list was sent to each principal
2/
with a covering letter expressing appreciation for his
i/
help. An additional explanatory letter explaining the
nature of the study being made, the desire to include them,
v
the time needed to fill out the enclosed check-list
,
a
promise of the summary of the findings and the information
that their principal was participating and had given their
names to the writer as possible participants was sent to
each of the i|.71 social studies teachers. This check-list
was a specially prepared one designed to obtain the teachers’
point of view. The covering letter to the teachers was
carefully worded to eliminate any idea of compulsion on the
part of the teacher because of his principal’ s desire to help.
1/ Appendix, p. 57*
2/ Appendix, p. 56.
_5/ Appendix, p. 62.
It/ Appendix, p, 65*
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7CHAPTER II
HISTORY AND REVIEW OP PREVIOUS INVESIGATIONS
History of Democratic Participation
Brief review of attempts at democratic participation:--
Throughout history, schools have been created as environments
to produce the particular type of education that the society
or group has desired at tliat particular time. This indoc-
trination has varied from education for purely religious
purposes, to training for the development of military
nationalism as exemplified in p? e-war Germany and present-
1/
day Russia.
Probably the earliest atten5)ts to develop intelligent
democratic participation in civic life through education
2/
was that of the Greeks after the Persian ((Vars. The
emphais was upon reason rather than Spartan compulsion.
Some of the classrooms relied on cooperative efforts of
the teachers with the pupils and the classes resembling
debating societies. Another feature of this historical
phase of c ooperatlve education was the use of the community
as a whole for educative purposes.
T7 Russell, J. D,
,
and Charles H. Judd. The American
Educational System . Houghton Mifflin Co.
,
The
Riverside Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 19^0.
p. 1-10.
2/ »Vilds, E. H., pie Foundations of Modern Education
Farrar & Rinehart, Inc., Nev/ York, 1959» P» 78-113*
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8The development of the idea of universal education
eliminated monastic training and was exemplified by the
Reformation and the need for general education after the
Industrial Refomation. Hov/ever, even after this last
mechanical revolution, schools were strictly regimented
and narrow in scope. Factually, the early colonial schools
were adminstered for the chosen few, but as American govern-
ment broadened in scope and the country itself expanded
physically and politically, the influential thinkers saw
that if democratic idealism sustained greatly by democratic
practices was to persist and to prosper, education of all
1/
was the only logical means of perpetuating the democracy.
But it was only through much suffering on the part
of the early pioneers in democracy and since the first
World War that the present-day trend of democratic organ-
ization of education has materialized. It has only been
comparatively recently that educators have realized that
the work of councils, committees, assemblies, organizations
and groups of all kinds constitute the very heart of truly
democratic education.
T7 Moehlman, a. B., School Administration . Houghton Mifflin
Co,, The Riverside Press, Cambridge
,
Massachusetts,
19k0, p. 11-29 .
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9If schools are to have any part in helping to realize
the tenets of democracy, the administration and the faculties
of all schools must be examples of positive and planned co-
operative procedures indicate to their charges that democratic
participation is efficient, workable, and conclusively for
the benefit of all involved in American education. It is felt
by this writer that the movement must start from the above
procedures to be absorbed by those who are exposed to it on
the student level. On this basis will everyone have a share
in determining educational policies and the higher the level
of cooperative effort, the greater the benefit to all partici-
pants in such an effort. Administrators and teachers, as the
most qualified and theoretically the most familiar exponents
of democracy, should lead the way. It is obviously easy for
leaders who are protected by legislation and sometimes imbued
with tradition and conservatism to adopt a passive attitude,
but certainly historical events of the past ten years have
demonstrated the need for a positive, active interest in
promoting democratic relations in their ov/n organization
so that their charges may be inculcated with the ideals for
which they have fought and may have to fight for again.
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Reviev/ of Previous Studies
1/
0« S, Williams* study .-- In a doctoral thesis com-
pleted in 1939» this author analyzed the practices and
procedures of selected schools which attempted to incor-
porate democratic participation in school administration.
By means of questionnaires sent to the schools investi-
gated, he concluded that:
1. Participation was desired by both administrators
and teachers.
2. Such participation should be protected by law.
5. Participation should include all representatives
of all groups in the school system.
Ij.. Leadership should exemplify democratic actions
to instill children w ith correct democratic
concepts.
2/
Research study of 0. H. Blmson.-- Ine purpose of this
study was to analyze conditions and practices under which
cooperative administration would prosper, also to estimate
the advantages and disadvantages of such a system. By use
of questionnaires the author concluded that:
]./ vviiiiams, Ooier S., Democracy in Sducatlonal Administration .
Doctoral Thesis, Northwestern University,
1959.
2/ Blmson, Oliver H., Participation of School Personnel in
Adminls tratiori l Doctoral Thesis,
University of Nebraska, 1956, II7 pages.
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1. The most important consideration is point of
view and attitude of mind.
2. All employees should have the opportunity to
engage in participation.
5 . Participation was desirable and possible and
the plan of cooperative organization should be adopted
and then adapted to the needs of each school system.
[j.. Participation can best be brought about by
common desire for cooperative action.
1/
Study of ^iVilbur E. Moser . -- This investigation
was an attempt to discover the nature and extent of
democratic participation, as well as what types of
participation are recommended by teachers and admini-
strators. A check-list was sent to selected elementary
and secondary schools in the state of California and the
author found:
1. At the time of the study teacher participation
was confined to the offering of suggestions and minority
crit iclsms
.
2. Both administrators and teachers desired an
increase in teacher-principal democratic participation.
v~ Moser, wHbur E. , Teacher Participation in School
Administration . Doctoral Thesis, Stanford
University, 1958.
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Investigation of the Department of Supervisors
and Directors of Instruction of the National Education
17
Association . -- In 1958, this organization undertook
a survey by questionnaire designed to secure data regarding:
1. Attitudes held by supervisors and instructors
regarding certain Ideals and principles of education in a
democracy.
2. The opportunity to engage in democratic admin-
istration.
5 . The extent of sharing in administration.
[j.. The advantages and difficulties encountered in
democratic cooperation.
The members of the investigation group elected
between 20 and ^0 cities and towns from each of the ifS
states and sent questionnaires to the supervisors in
each of these communities. Approximately 1200 question-
naires were sent from which a return ratio of 58 per cent
was received.
A different procedure was utilized in send out the
questionnaires to the teachers. A letter v/as addressed
to local teacher organizations soliciting aid in carrying
IT Department of Supervisors and Directors of Instruction,
Cooperation: Principles and Practices
,
Eleventh
Yearbook ( ^^ashingtonV D.C, ) National Educ atlon
Association, 1959*
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out the survey. Replies indicating willingness to
assist were received representing 55 school systems in
22 states. The questionnaires were mailed in bundles
to the designated representative of each group asking
that they be distributed, completed, and returned.
Approximately i|., 000 copies were sent out and a return
ratio of 5^ per cent was obtained.
The findings of the Committee were:
1. Democratic cooperation in administration was
recognized as the most effective means for group improve-
ment .
2. There was a conflict between the supervisors'
estimate of teachers' qualifications to democratically
participate in administration and the teachers' estimate
of their own ability in this field.
5 . Teachers do not have the opportunity to parti-
cipate in democratic practices to the extent that they desire.
The Committee concluded that there is a need for
fundamental changes in public school administration with
greater need for experimentation in democratic cooperation
and organization as an example for boys and girls of
America to absorb the correct values and human relation-
ships inherent in democratic administration and supervision*
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TABUL/iTION OP RESPONSES
Presentation of Tabulated Data
•
Division of schools answering,-- For purposes of
comparison the replies received from the inquiry forms
sent to both principals and teachers were segregated
into three enrollment groups: replies from s chools with
an enrollment from 56 up to but not Including ^00 in
v/hich category responses were received from 68 principals
and 109 teachers; replies from schools with enrollment
from 500 to 971 which area 52 principals and 82
teachers answered; and replies from schools v/ith an
enrollment from 1000 to 2696 in which group I6 principals
and l\.J teachers answered.
Order of presentation of the data.-- The tabulated
data is presented in the follov/ing order:
1 . Individual tables denoting replies of both
principals and teachers concerning certain grouped
administrative practices according to enrollment groups
as regards ( a) existence of a definite policy regarding
the specific administrative practice ( b) opportunity of
the teachers to participate in formulating of the practlc
according to their own and the principals' contentions
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Table 1. Number of Principals and Teachers
Participating in Three Enrollment
Groups
Below 500 500 - 971 1000 - 2696
Principals
Teachers
\
68
109
•
' 52
82
16
k7
(c) actual participation in determining the policy according
to themselves and according to the principals.
2. A comparison by enrollment groups of the replies
of both principals and teachers on specific practices to
determine definite tendencies based on enrollment,
5. A compilation of obstacles or impediments to
democratic cooperation named by the principals and the
teachers. No obstacle was recorded in the respective
tables unless mentioned at least five times.
Ij., An ainalysis and comparison of specific findings.
Responses involving the first group of administrative
practices.-- An examination of Table 2 shows that nine-
tenths or more of the schools of all sizes had established
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a definite policy regarding sick-leave allowaace and the
time of arrival and departure of teachers from school.
Prom less than a sixth (Enrollment Group 500-971 )
approximately one-third (Enrollment Group IOOO-2696) of
the schools possessed a definite policy regarding editorial
policy of the school newspaper. This seems to be a signi-
ficant difference.
With reference to teacher attendance at parent-
teacher meetings, and teacher attendance at community
affairs, from about one-fourth to about one-third
apparently had a specific policy in effect.
Prom slightly less than a half (Enrollment Group
500,-971) up to nearly three-fourths (Enrollment Group
1000-2696) of the schools pursued a definite custom or
rule regarding the setting up of provisions for adequate
teaching facilities.
Opportunity to participate and actual particip at ion
in first group of administrative practices .— Table 3
reveals that according to the teachers slightly less than
one-third of them actually participated in forming a policy
regarding sick leave in all the schools although a little
less than one-half of those in the middle enrollment group
( 500-971) admitted they do have the opportunity to do so.
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y
Percentages of Teachers in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating That There 1/Vas a
Definite Local Policy in Effect Concern-
ing Certain Administrative Practices,
Admlnls trat ive
Practices
Enrollment Groups
Below 500 500 - 971 1000 - 2696
(1) (2) (5) (k) - '
Sick Leave Allowance 89 95 96
Time of Arrival and
Departure of Teachers 92 9k 100
School Newspaper
Editorial Policy 25 15 50
Teacher Attendance at
P. T, A, Meetings 28 26 32
Teacher Attendance at
Community Affairs 32 28 26
Provision for Adequate
Teaching Facilities 61 k5 68
Mean 53 k9. 59
Only one-sixth (Enrollment Group IOOO-2696 to
approximately one-eighth (Enrollment Group less than 500)
of the teachers said that they actually participated in
determining either the time of arrival and departure of
teachers or the school newspaper editorial policy. Teacher
attendance at parent- teacher meetings and community affairs
had equally low actual participation.
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Two-fifths of all of the teachers of all schools
actually shared in the provision of adequate teaching
facilities
.
It is significant that regardless of how small the
opportunity to participate in making up these practices
was, the teachers contended that they took full advantage
of the opportunity when it was present.
An examination of Table ij. which contains the replies
of the principals as regards opportunity and actual parti-
cipation in determining the aforementioned administrative
practices reveals shaip contradictions to the contentions
of the teachers. Over twice as many principals in the
smallest enrollment (Below 50O) largest enrollment
(1000-2696) groups contended that the teachers had the
opportunity to participate in all administrative practices
than the teachers admitted. Attention is directed to
the fact that the mean average indicated only approximately
one-half of the teachers took advantage of the opportunity
to participate in the largest enrollment group (IOOO-2696).
Responses involving the second group of administrative
practices . -- The tabulation in Table 5 concerning the
existence of a local policy on selected administrative
practices showed that approximately three-fifths of all
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Table 5 • Percentages of Teachers in Three Enrollment
Groups Stating the Opportunity Existed for
Them to Participate, and Percentages of
Teachers Stating They Actually Did Parti-
cipate in Certain Administrative Practices.
Enrollment Groups
Practices
Belov/ 500 500 - 971 1000 - 2696
Oppor
.
to Par-
tici-
pate
Actual
Parti-
cipa-
tion
Oppor.
to Par
tici-
p ate
Actual
- Parti-
cipa-
tion
Oppor.
to Par
tici-
pate
Actual
-Parti-
cipa-
tion
(1) (2) (5) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Sick Leave
Allowances 50 28 1+5 55 52 50
Time of arrival
and departure. . .
.
17 1? 15 10 6 6
School nev/spaper
l6 l6editorial policy 12 11 15 15
Teacher attend-
ance at P. T. A.
meetings 15 12 11 9 15 15
Teacher attend-
ance at community
affairs 18 11+ 15 15 19 17
Provision for
adequate teach-
ing facilities... 1+1 57 58 57 i+5 1+5
Mean 25 21 22 20 22 20
of the principals and teachers in all enrollment groups
acknov/ledged the existence of a definite policy. Prom one

20 .
Table ii. Percentages of Principals in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating That Opportunities
Existed for Teachers to Participate- and
Percentages of Principals Stating Teachers
Actually Did Participate in Certain
Administrative Practices.
Enrollment Groups
Administrative
971 1000 - 2696Below oo oo
Practices Oppor
.
Actual Oppor. Actual Opp or
.
Actual
to Par- Parti- to Par«•Parti- to Par- Parti
tici- cipa- tici- cipa- tici- cipa-
Date tion Date tion D ate tion
(1) (2) (5) (U (5) (6) (7)
Sick Leave
Allowance k9 40 4o 63 31
Time of Arrival
and Departure... kh 38 19 13 13 13
School newspaper
% 44editorial policy 50 39 39 50
Teacher attend-
ance at P. T. A.
meetings k5 15 15 25 13
Teacher attend-
ance at Communi-
ty Affairs 50 37 1(4 40 56 31
Provision for
adequate teach-
ing facilities.. 66 57 54 48 44 25
Mean 51 k-5 35 33 42 26
quarter to a little more than one-half of the teachers in
the middle enrollment groups ( 500-97 ^) s&id that a policy

21 .
Table 5. Percentages of Principals and Teachers in
Three Enrollment Groups Stating There Was
a Definite Local Policy in Effect Concern-
ing Certain Administrative Practices.
Administrative
Practices
Enrollment Groups
Below 500 500 - 971 1000 - 2696
Teacher Prin-
cipal
Teach-
er
Prin-
cipal
Teacher Prin-
cipal
(1) (2) (5) (U (5) (6) (7)
Textbook
Selection 80 7k 85 100 85 93
Preparation of
Salary Schedules 59 61 67 75 66 50
Preparation of
Course of Study 61
^
66 70 88 77 81
Planning, Conduc
ting Teachers’
Meetings 65 72 57 77 51 63
Building Pupil
Personnel Record 3 72 65 55 85 58 69
Evaluation of
Personnel. k3 26 ^k 39 51
Preparation of
School Calendar. 59 k9 k'5 ^k 60 50
Determination
of Class Size. .
.
k7 44' 38 52 60 75
Mean 61 59 ^k 75 62 64
exists regarding the building of pupil personnel records
and the evaluation of personnel against the statements of
more than twice as many principals in the same group that
such was the case.
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Examination of Table 6 shows that 95 percent of the
principals stated that teachers had an opportunity to share
in the selection of textbooks but they also stated that only
slightly more than one-half of the teachers actually parti-
cipated when given the opportunity. In all the other
administrative practices from one -quarter to one-half
fev/er teachers participated in the determination of the
practices although the opportunity to do so was present
according to the principals.
Nine-tenths of all the teachers in all enrollment
groups stated that they had the opportunity to s elect
textbooks as shown in Table 7 * Hov/ever, one-fifth fewer
teachers actually participated in this practice in the
largest enrollment groups, (1000 - 2696). Prom one-
quarter to one -half of the teachers stated that they had
the opportunity and actually participated in the setting
up of a salary schedule. It is significant to note that
the lowest opportunity and actual participation occurred in
the practice of determining class size where a mean average
of less than one-eighth of the teachers said they had those
privileges.
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Table 6. Percentages of Principals in Three Enrollment
ment Groups Stating That Opportunity Existed
for Teachers to Participate and Percentages
of Principals Stating Teachers Actually Did
Participate in Certain Administrative
Practices.
Enrollment Groups
Aomin 1 s "C r a-c 1ve
Practices
Below 500 500 •- 971 1000 - 2696
Oppor
.
to Par-
tici-
pate
Actual
Parti-
cip a-
tion
Oppor.
to PaP'
tici-
pa te
Actual
- Parti-
cipa-
tion
Oppor.
to Par
tici-
pate
Ac tua
-Parti
cipa-
tion
_
ji) (2) ( 5 ) (k) ( 5 ) (6) ( 7 )
Textbook
Selection 9k 59 96 69 100 50
Preparation of
salary schedules k3 29 65 50 65 58
Preparation of
Course of Study. 7k k7 92 75 88 50
Planning, Con-
ducting Teachers
Meetings 68 55 65 62 65 58
Building Pupil
k9 58 69 hUPersonnel Record; } 59 52
Evaluation of
Personnel 15 8 25 21 6 6
Preparation of
l6School Calendar. 6 21 21 25
Determination of
58Class Size 15 8 15 15 19
Mean 52 5k k5 5? 5k
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Table 7 . Percentages of Teachers in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating the Opportunity
Existed for Them to Participate and
Percentages of Teachers Stating They
Actually Did Participate in Certain
Administrative Practices.
Administrative
Practices
Enrollment Groups
Below 500 500 - 971 1000 - 2696
Oppor
.
to Par-
tici-
nate
Actual
Parti-
cipa-
tion
Oppor.
to Par
tici-
nate
Actual
Parti-
cipa-
tion
Oppor.
to Par-
tlcl-
oate
Actual
Parti-
cipa-
tion
(1^ (21 (4) (S) ( 6 ) (7)
Textbook
Selection ". 87 8k 95 85 81 68
Preparation of
Salary
Schedules 55 29 60 52 58 49
Preparation of
Course of Study. 60 3k 76 7k 7k 62
Planning, Con-
ducting Teachers
Meetings k3 ko 58 57 30 26
Building Pupil
36Personnel 52 50 59 50 25
Evaluation of
Personnel 20 18 17 15 21 17
Preparation of
IkSchool Calendar. 15 15 15 19 15
Determination
of Class Size 16 15 6 5 0 0
Mean kl 58 k3 59 40 55
Principals* Replies Concerning; Remunerat ion . --
Approximately three-quarters of the principals stated in
Table 8 that the equal-pay-for-men-and-women law is in
effect in their communities. From one half (Enrollment
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Group below 500) "to all (Enrollment Group IOOO-2696)
aver that a definite salary schedule existed in their
school systems.
Prom three-fifths (Enrollment Groups below 500)
to three-quarters (Enrollment Groups IOOO-2696) of the
Principals maintained that compensation was given for
taking graduate courses and that permanent increases
were given for obtaining master's degrees.
Principals* replies concerning cooperation in
practice . -- About nine-tenths of the principals in all
schools stated that teachers had full voice in- teachers'
meetings and that only ^ ightly fewer said that teachers
had the right to initiate teachers' meetings. However,
only one-half (Enrollment Groups IOOO-2696) to one-third
(Enrollment Groups below 500 and 500-971 ) th® principals
admitted that definite schedule of teachers' meetings was
followed. Three quarters of the principals in all enroll-
ment groups said that teachers were consulted before a
change in policy and that teachers' differences of opinion
were settled by joint conferences of those involved. Prom
two-fifths (Enrollment Groups 50O-97I) to three-quarters
(Enrollment Group IOOO-2696) acknowledged that they as
principals rendered the decision in all teacher disputes.
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Table 8. Percentages of Principals in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Ansv/ering in Affirmative to
Questions Involving Remuneration and Co-
operation in Practice.
Remuneration
Enrollment Groups
Be-low 500
(68 Replying)
500-971
(52 Replying)
1000-2696
(16 Replying)
(1) (2) ( 5 ) 0+)
Equal-pay- for-men-
and-women law in
effect 65 19 69
Graduate courses
required 52 38 25
Salary compensa-
tion for graduate
courses 60 69 75
Permanent incre-
ments for Master’s
degrees 59 75 75
A definite salary
schedule in effect 5k 88 100
Extra pay for
extra-curricular
activities k7 71 56
Cooperation in
practice. .........
A definite sched-
ule of teachers’
meetings 55
t
—1 50
Teachers can ini-
tiate teachers’
meetings 85 73 88
Full voice for
teachers in teach-
ers’ meetings 96 9k 9k
The vVorkshop Plan
has been tried or
is used 5 11 15
Principal’ s Round
Table Plan has bee
tried
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Table 8 . (Continued)
Coordinating com-
mittees help run
the school. 55 60 69
Teacher differen-
ces of opinion
settled by:
a. Joint confer-
ence of teach-
ers involved 1 00 ro 65 81
b. Principal'
s
decision ill i|0 75
c. Faculty courts 1 0 0
d. Recourse to th<
Superintendent 15 17 19
Teachers' replies on remuneration . -••• In Table 9 from
slightly more than one-half (Enrollment Group below 500)
to three-quarters (Enrollment Group IOOO-2696) of the teachers
stated that they were compensated for taking graduate courses
and that permanent increases resulted from earning master’s
degrees. Slightly less than one-half of all teachers in all
groups were compensated for extra-curricular duties and most
of these, incidentally, were in the athletic department.
Replies of the teachers on cooperation in practice. --
Less than one-half of the teachers in all schools contended
that they had the right to initiate teachers' meetings. From
two-fifths (Enrollment Groups IOOO-2696) to four-fifths
(Enrollment Groups below 500) of teachers admitted to
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Table 8. (Concluded)
Teachers consult-
ed before change
in policy
Advisory Commit-
tees are: ‘
a. Appointed by
the Principal
b. Elected by
teachers
Supervisory re-
ports reviewed
with teacher
72
50
1?
2i|.
75
ks
15
55
69
69
15
69
\
having a full voice in the teachers* meetings. Slightly less
than one-third of all teachers in all schools said they were
consulted in advance before a major change in policy. Less
than one-fifth of all teachers were given an opportunity to
review supervisory reports on their teaching.
When advisory committees to the principal were in
existence, only a very negligible percent of teachers in
all schools stated that the members of these committees
were elected by the teachers.
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Table 9 * Percentages of Teachers in Three
Enrollment Groups Ansv/ering in the
Affii»mative to Questions Involving
Remuneration and Cooperation Practices.
Enrollment Groups
IVtJiliLUiOi CXU XUll
Below 500
(109 Replying)
500 - 971
(82 Replying)
1000 - 2696
ikl Replying)
(1) (2) ( 3 ) (U
iiiqual-nay-for-men-
and-women law is
in effect 55 7I4. 77
Graduate courses
are required 28 59 21
Salary compensa-
tion for graduate
courses 58 65 68
Permanent incre-
ments for master’
s
degrees 55 72 7k
A definite salary
schedule in effect 51 85 9k
Extra pay for
extra-curricular
activities 51 k7
Cooperation in
Practice
A definite sched-
ule of teachers’
meetings 56 3k k3
Teachers can ini-
tiate teachers’
meetings 51 3k k7
Full voice of
teachers in teach-
ers’ meetings 82 79 k3
The VVorkshop plan
has been tried or
is used
•
8 16 15
Princ ip al ’
s
Round
Table Plan has
been tried 27 52 50
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Table 9 ( Concluded)
Remuneration
Enrollment Groups
Below 500
(109 Replying)
500 - 971
(82 Replying)
1000 - 2696
(k7 Replying
rn (2) ( 5 ) (U
Coordinating com-
mittees help run
the school 50 52 k3
Teachers* differ-
ences of opinion
settled by:
a. Joint confer-
ence of teach-
ers involved,
.
i^O 3k ko
b. Principal’s
decision 38 k3 k9
c. Recourse to
the Superin-
tendent, 16 10 21
d. Faculty courts 2 1 2
Teachers consulted
before change in
policy k3 50 32
Advisory commit-
tees are:
a. Appointed by
the principal. 18 41 k3
b. Elected by
teachers 8 6 9
Supervisory
reports are re-
viewed with
teachers 18 22 11
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Table 10 . Percentages of Teachers in Three Enrollment
Groups Stating that Opportunity Was Present
to Participate and Percentages of Teachers
.
Stating They Actually Participated in
Formulating Sick Leave Policy.
Enrollment Policy Opportunity Participation
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 5 ) (U
Below 500 89 50 28
500 - 971 95 k3 35
1000 - 2696 96 32 30
Comparison by Enrollment of Specific Practices
Sick leave policy . — Table 10 suggested that regard-
less of school size, better than four-fifths of the systems
recognized a sick-leave policy according to the teachers,
subtly more than one-fourth (Enrollment Groups below 50O
and 1000-2696) of the teachers claimed that they had an
opportunity to participate with practically all of them
responding to the opportunity.

Table 11 .
32
Percentages of Principals in Three
Enrollment Groups Stating That Teachers
Had Opportunity to Participate and
Percentages of Principals Stating
Teachers Actually Did Participate in
Formulating Sick-Leave Policy.
Enrollment Opportunity Parti c ip at ion
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 )
Below 500 k9
500 - 971 1|0 ko
1000 - 2696 65 31
The replies of the principals as tabulated in Table
11 regarding sick-leave policy show that according to the
principals one-half of the teachers had the opportunity to
participate in this policy and that practically all of
them did in the enrollment group below 500 * Practically
all teachers availed themselves of the opportunity to
participate in all groups. It is interesting to note
«
that two-thirds of the teachers in the enrollment group
(1000-2696) had the opportunity but less than one-third
actually participated according to the orincipals.
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Table 12 . Percentage of Teachers Stating That a
Policy Existed, Opportunity Was Present,
and Actual Participation Enjoyed in the
Detemination of Time of Arrival and
Departure of Teachers.
Enrollment Policy Opportunity Participation
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) (li)
Below 500 92 17 17
500 - 971 9k ' 13 10
1000 - 2696 100 6 6
Time of arrival and departure from school of the teachers . -
-
Table 12 is illustrative of the fact that practically all schools
regardless of size had a definite policy regarding this practice.
The percentage of opportunity and actual participation in deter-
,
I
mining this policy was low in all schools and less than one-fifth
of all the teachers were able to do so. Attention is directed
to the fact that as the school enrollment Increases the percent-
age of opoortunity and actual participation lessened according
to the teachers.

Table 15
51^-.
• Percentages of Principals in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating Ihat Opportunities
Existed for Teachers to Participa te and
Percentages of Principals Stating Teachers
Actually Did Participate in Determination
of Time of Arrival and Departure of Teachers.
Enrollment Opportunity Participation
( 1 ) (2) ( 5 )
Below 500 kU 58
500 - 971 19 15
1000 - 2696 15 15
The principals said in Table 15 that substantially
more teachers had both opportufiity and actual participa-
tion in this policy than the teachers themselves admitted.
This is especially noticeable in the enrollment group
below 500 where almost 50 P®^ cent of the teachers had
the opportunity to participate according to the principals.
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Table lij.. Percentages of Teachers In Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating That A Policy Existed,
Opportunity Was Present, and Actual Parti-
cipation Was Enjoyed in the Policy of
Providing Adequate Teaching Facilities.
Enrollment Policy Opportunity Participation
(1) ( 2 ) ( 5 ) ik)
Below 500 61 57
500'
- 971 58 57
1000 - 2696 68 k3
Provision for adequate teaching facilities .— Ac c ording
to the teachers in Table II4. from slightly less than one-half
(Enrollment Group 5OO-97I) to almost three-quarters (Enroll-
ment Group 1000-2696) of the teachers said that a definite
policy regarding this practice existed. Nearly one-half
of the teachers in the above mentioned groups had the
opportunity to participate and did so in formulating the
practice.
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Table Ip. Percentages of Principals in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating That Teachers Had
Opportunity to Participate and Percentages
of Principals Stating that Teachers Actually
Did Participate in Deterrainat ion of Adequate
Teaching Facilities.
Enrollment Opportunity Participation
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 5 )
Below 500 66 57
500 - 971 54 1+8
1000 - 2696 kU 25
In Table I5 the principals were in substantial
agreement with the teachers in all schools with the notable
exception that in the largest enrollment . group IOOO-2696
only one-fourth of the teachers participated although almost
one-half had the opportunity to do so.
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Table l6. Percentages of Teachers in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating That A Policy Existed,
Opportunity Was Present, and Actual Parti-
cipation Enjoyed in the Selection of
Textbooks
.
Enrollment Policy Opportunity Particip ati on
( 1 ) ( 2 ) . ( 3 ) (it)
Below 500 80 87 81t
500 - 971 85 93 83
1000 - 2696 85 81 68
Selection of textbooks .-- Table 16 verified that
at least four-fifths of the school systems had a definite
policy regarding the selection of textbooks. Regardless
of the size of the schools over eight out of every ten
teachers claimed the opportunity of selecting their text-
books. Teachers from groups (below 50O) and (5OO-97I)
responded completely to the privilege while only about
two-thirds of the teachers responded from schools enroll-
ing (1000-2696) pupils.
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Table I7 . Percentages of Principals in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating That There Was a Policy
and Opportunity Existed for Teachers to
Participate and Percentages of Principals
Stating Teachers Actually Did Participate
in the Selection of Textbooks.
Enrollment Policy Opportunity Participation
(1)
^
(2) (5) (ii.)
Below 500 71^ 9k 59
500 - 971 100 96 69
1000 - 2696 93 100 50
According to the statements of the principals in
Table I7 , the policy in the two larger enrollment groups
was almost 100 per cent in effect. Only three-quarters
of the principals in the enrollment group (below ^00 )
acknowledged a definite policy in existence.
Ihe principals also stated that almost 100 per
cent of the teachers had the opportunity to participate
in the policy but that only a little more than one-half
did so regardless of school size.
Vv
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Table 18 . Percentages of Teachers in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating That a Policy Existed,
Opportunity Was Present, and Actual Parti-
cipation Enjoyed in the Policy of Preparation
of Salary Schedules.
Enrollment Policy Opportunity . Participation
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 5 ) (k)
Below 500 59 53 29
500 - 971 67 60 52
1000 - 2696 66 58 k-9
Setting up of salary schedules .— According to the
teachers in Table 18 only about three-fifths of all schools
in all enrollment groups had a definite salary schedule
in effect. It is apparent that as the school enrollment
decreased the opportunity and actual participation of the
teachers decreased. This was illustrated in the enroll-
ment group (below 5OO) where only slightly more than one-
fourth of the teachers actually had anything to do with
setting up such a schedule.
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Table I9. Percentages of Principals in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating That A Policy Existed
and That Teachers Had the Opportunity to
Participate and Percentages of Principals
Stating That Teachers Actually Did Parti-
cipate in the Preparation of Salary Schedules.
Enrollment Policy Opportunity Partic ipation
(1) (2) ( 3 ) (U •
Below 500 61 1^-3 29
500 - 971 73 65 50
1000 - 2696 50 63
s
00
The statements of the principals in Table I9 were
in substantial agreement with those of the teachers re-
garding the above practice with one exception. In the
largest enrollment group (IOOO-2696) only about one-half
of the teachers who had the opportunity to participate
actually did take a hand in setting up salary schedules.
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Table 20 . Percentage of Teachers in Three Enrollment
Groups Stating That A Policy Existed,
Opportunity Was Present, and Actual Parti-
cipation was Enjoyed in the Preparation of
the Course of Study.
Enrollment Policy Opportunity ParticipatL on
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 5 ) (U
Belov/ 500 60 5k
500 - 971 70 76 Ik
1000 - 2696 77 Ik 62
Preparation of a course of study.-- A survey of
Table 20 exolained that teachers reported that about
seven-tenths of all schools have a definite policy
regarding the preparation of a course of study. The
opportunity to help in its creation varied from three-
fifths (Enrollment Groups below
^ 00 ) to three-fourths
(Enrollment Groups IOOO-2696) of the teachers. Nearly
all the teachers in all Groups participated when given
the opportunity.
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Table 21. Percentages of Principals in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating That A Policy fisted
and That Teachers Had The Opportunity to
Participate and Percentages of Principals
Stating That Teachers Actually Did Parti-
cipate in the Preparation of Course of Study.
Enrollment Policy Opportunity Participation
(1) (2) (5) (k)
Below 50c 66 7k k7
500 - 971 88 92 75
1000 - 2696 81 88 50
In Table 21 concerning the preparation of a course
of study from about two- thirds (Enrollment Group below
500) to nine-tenths (Enrollment Group 5OC-97I) of the
principals stated that an actual policy was in existence.
Of importance is the fact that the principals in
enrollment group (Below 500) and in the enrollment group
(1000-2696) contended that only slightly more than one
-
half of their teachers took advantage of the opportunity
to participate.

Table 22 . Percentages of Teachers in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating That A Policy Existed,
Opportunity Was Present, and Actual Parti-
cipation Existed in the Planning and
Conducting of Teachers’ Meetings,
Enrollment Policy Opportunity Partic ipation
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 5 ) (W
Below 500 65 k3 ko
500 - 971 57 38 37
1000 - 2696 51 30 26
Planning and conducting teachers' meetings .-- Almost
three-fifths of all teachers of all schools stated that a
definite policy existed regarding this practice in the data
contained in Table 22 . Prom slightly less than two-fifths
(Enrollment Group below 500) to one-quarter (Enrollment
Group 1000-2696) of the teachers actually participated in
this practice according to their own admission. It is
Important to note that as the enrollment of the schools
increased, the opportunity and actual participation of the
teachers lessened
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Table 25 • Percentages of Principals in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating That a Policy and Oppor-
tunity to Participate Existed for Teachers
and Percentages of Principals Stating That
Teachers Actually Did Participate in the
Planning and Conducting of Teachers’ Meetings.
Enrollment Policy Opportunity Partic ip ation
(1) (2) (5) (li.)
Below 500 72 68 53
500 - 971 77 65 62
1000 - 2696 65 65 58
The principals in Table 25 contended that approximately
50 per cent more teachers have the opportunity to participate
in forming this practice than the teachers would admit accord
ing to the responses in Table 22 . In the largest enrollment
group (1000-2696) the striking fact in the comparison of the
replies was that almost 50 per cent fewer teachers actually
participated when given the opportunity according to the
principals.
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Table 2I4.. Percentages of Teachers in Three Enrollment
Groups Stating That A Policy Existed, Oppor-
tunity Eas Present, and Actual Participation
Enjoyed in the Building of Pupil Personnel
Records and Reports.
Enrollment Policy Opportunity Participation
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 5 ) (ij.)
Below 500 72 52 50
500 - 971 55 59 50
1000 - 2696 58 56 ^ 25
Building pupil personnel records .— Prom approximately
one-half (Enrollment Group 50G-971 ) "to about three-quarters
(Enrollment Group below 500) of the teachers acknowledged a
definite policy concerning this practice.
A feature of this data in Table was the rather abrupt
drop in actual participation as the size of the school increased.
Viliereas one-half of the teachers in the enrollment group (below
500) actually participated, only one-quarter of the teachers
stated they participated in the enrollment group (IOOO-2696).
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Table 25 * Percentages of Principals in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating That Teachers Had
Opportunity to Participate and Percentages
of Principals Stating That Teachers Actually
Did Participate in the Building of Pupil
Personnel Records and Reports.
Enrollment Policy Opportunity Participation
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) (W
Below 500 65 59 k9
500 - 971 83 58 52
1000 - 2696 69 69 kh
A slightly higher percentage of principals stated in
Table 25 that a definite policy was in existence than did
the teachers. The disparity between opportunity to parti
cipate and actual participation was most obvious in the
largest enrollment group (IOOO-2696) v»rhere 25 per cent
fev/er teachers took advantage of their opportunities than
the number who did have the chance to help in making up
/
this practice.

kl^
Table 26. Percentages of Teachers in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating That A Policy Existed,
Opportunity Vifas Present, and Actual
Participation Enjoyed in the Determination
of Glass Size.
Enrollment Policy Opportunity Participat ion
( 1 ) (2) (3) (ij.)
Below 500 kl 16 15
500 - 971 38 6 5
1000 - 2696 60 0 0
Determination of class size .— The importance of
the data in Table 26 representing the responses of teachers
regarding this practice lay in the fact that very few of
them had either opportunity or actual participation in any
of the schools reporting regardless of size. Of greatest
significance is the fact that in the enrollment group
(1000-2696) not one teacher stated that he had either
opportunity to participate or actually did participate
in determining how many pupils there would be in their
classes
.

Table 27. Percentages of Principals in Three Enroll-
ment Groups Stating That Teachers >Had the
Opportunity to Participate and Percentages
of Principals Stating That Teachers Actually
Did Participate in the Determination of
Glass Size,
Enrollment Policy Opportunity Participation
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) (W
Below 500 hk 15 8
500 - 971 52 15 13
1000 - 2696 75 58 19
Prom slightly less than one-half (Enrollment Group
below 500) to three-quarters (Enrollment Group IOOO-2696)
of the principals contended that a definite policy existed
as regards the aforementioned practice in the replies tabu-
lated in Table 27 »
In direct contradiction to the statements of the
teachers in Table 26, the greatest percentage of principals
who contended that teachers have the opportunity to parti-
cipate occurred in the largest enrollment group (IOOO-2696)
and in addition it was in this category that the principals
stated that exactly one-half of the teachers did participate
when the opportunity was present.
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Obstacles or Impediments to Democratic Cooperation
Teachers
»
report on obstacles or impediments . -
-
As illustrated in Table 28, 111 of a total of 258 teachers
answered this section of the inquiry form. No obstacle
or impediment was tabulated unless it had been mentioned
at least five times. It was apparent that of the five
obstacles mentioned most frequently by the teachers, the
first, fourth and fifth arose from defective, non-democra-
tic administration. The second and third derived their
source from teacher inertia according to their own admis-
sion.
Principals’ report on obstacles or impediments • -
-
In Table 29 > 100 secondary school principals from a total
of 158 replied to this section of the inquiry form. Again
only those obstacles mentioned at least five times were
tabulated.
The responses indicate that of the five obstacles
mentioned most frequently, the first, fourth, and fifth
stemmed from the administration Itself. The second and
the third arose from teacher inertia or teacher training.
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Table 28. Tabulated Responses of 111 Teachers From A
Total of 258 Representing 7^ Secondary Schools
in Massachusetts Concerning Specific Obstacles
Impeding Efforts at Cooperative or Democratic
Administration.
Number of
Obstacle or Impediment Times
Mentioned
Disinclination of administration t o try
truly democratic methods 26
Petty personal teacher differences 21
Indifference on the part of teachers towards
democratic principles and methods 21
Teachers not consulted before changes in policy... I8
Principal domination of school policies 15
Lack of time to participate democratically 9
Inadequate and low salary schedules 8
Disinclination of teachers to change
established practices 8
Too few teachers’ meetings 7
Arbitrary attitude of principal and superintendent 5
Poor handling of discipline problems by the
principal and its effect on teachers 5
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Table 29 . Tabulated Responses of 100 Secondary
School Principals Out of a Total of
158 Representing 100 Secondary Schools
in Massachusetts Concerning Specific
Obstacles Impeding Efforts at Coopera-
tive or Democratic Administration.
Number of
Obstacle or Impediment Times
Mentioned
Lack of time due to full schedules and
large teacher loads I 3
Teacher indifference and lack of interest... 12
Lack of teacher training in democratic
practices 12
Rapid turnover of teachers 11
Lack of understanding of democratic principles
by the Superintendent and School Committee.. 11
Conservatism of teachers especially the older
and experienced ones 8
Lack of professional attitudes 7
Inadequate and low salary schedules 6
Restrictions on the principal by the
School Committee 5
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CHAPTER IV.
ANALYSIS OP FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
An Analysis and Comparison of Data.— If the basic
tenet of democracy, that those being supervised or govern-
ed should have a share in determining the precepts or
rules governing them, is accepted, then it is obvious
from the vast majority of the replies to the questions
in the inquiry forms sent out that the principals and
teachers in the secondary schools of Massachusetts are
in substantial disagreement as to opportunity afforded
to the teachers to participate and as to actual parti-
cipation in determining most of the administrative
practices which were examined.
As illustrated in Tables 5 regarding grouped
administrative practices, approximately 50 per cent fewer
teachers maintained that they had the opportunity and
actual participation than did the principals in their
replies. It is therefore apparent that there are diver-
gent points of view between both groups in the profession
as to what constitutes democratic cooperation.
Correlated with this disagreement was the equally
obvious fact that the principals held in very low esteem
the willingness of the teachers to participate in policy
making even when given the opportunity to do so. This
is irrespective of school size.
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Table 11 regarding sick-leave policy. Table I5
concerning the provision of adequate teaching facilities,
and Table I7 dealing with the selection of textbooks
demostrated this by showing that, according to the prin-
cipals, 50 cent fewer teachers actually participated
in formulating these policies when given the opportunity
to do so.
There were certain administrative practices in
the determination of which the teachers felt that they
were almost totally disregarded. This was perceptible
in Table 12, which dealt with the determination of the
time of arrival and departure of teachers in all enroll-
ment groups had a share in fixing this policy. It was
even more striking as regards the determination of class
size. In the largest enrollment group (IOOO-2696),
according to the teachers, none of them had either oppor-
tunity or actual participation in this important policy.
I
Tradition and precedent had seemingly held sway in these
and other policies and it was only logical to presume that
when a policy did exist in a substantial percentage of the
practices reviewed and the teachers had no part in deter-
mining the policy, democratic cooperation could not thrive.
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In the questions put to both principals and teachers
in all enrollment groups as to whether cooperation had
actually been tried or put into practice, there were again
striking contradic tidns , Specifically, about three-fourths
of the principals stated that teachers are consulted before
a change in major policy (Table 8), whereas only about one-
third of the teachers in all groups admitted they are so
consulted. Table 8 and Table 9 a.lso revealed that the
Workshop Plan has been tried in very few instances in the
secondary schools answering this inquiry form. The writer
has personally tried this plan in his own school and f eels
that the results merited serious consideration as a means
of enabling teachers and principals to work together co-
operatively.
In Part IV. of the Inquiry forms sent to both principals
and teachers wherein each group was asked to enumerate
specific obstacles or impediments to democratic cooperation,
indifference and lack of training on the part of teachers
in democratic principles ranked high in the opinions of
both professional groups (Table 28 and Table 29) • It was
also Important to note that the teachers tended to indict
themselves for lack of democratic participation and co-
operative administration by ranking petty personal teacher
differences second in their list of obstacles (Table 28.).
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Conclusions of writer from this study .— Prom
the findings in this report the writer concludes that
there should be an^ Immediate rapprochement between the
principals and the teachers in the secondary schools
of Massachusetts on what constitutes the basis of
democratic cooperation in administration and super-
vision. This initial step should lead directly to
an understanding on the part of both groups as to the
importance of democracy in the schools. Wfth this as
m a background democratic principles should be
implemented in practice and theoretical approaches
abandoned. One learns by doing and only by practical
applications of democratic principles in actual
principal-teacher relationships can these groups
instill, by example, true democracy in the every-
day life of their students.
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APPENDIX

ALLEN L. JOSLIN SCHOOL
OXFORD, MASSACHUSETTS
56.
I. FRANCIS O CONNOR, principai. TELEPHONE 111-12
Dear Principal;
I would appreciate your indulgence and
your help in a project which is part of a requirement
for my Master of Education degree to be received from
Boston University under the auspices of Dr» Roy 0, Billet*
This project is a survey'’ concerning the
extent to which democratic principles are followed in
the administration and supervision of the secondary
schools of Massachusetts.
If you would be so kind as to help in
this problem, I will send you a simple check-list which
I guarantee will take no more than 20 minutes of your
time, I will be very happy to send to you a summary of
my findings at the conclusion of my study.
V.'ith your permission, I would like to
include one or several of your social science teachers
in this survey.
If you can see your way clear to helping
me, please sign the enclosed card and enumerate or have
your clerk enumerate the names of your social science
teachers on it and mail the card to me as soon as pos-
sible and before December 20th so that I may incorporate
your data in my study.
Thank you for your kindness and your
cooperation.
Very sincerely.
J, E. O’Connor, Principal
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J. FRANCIS O CONNOR, principai. TELEPHONE 111-12
Dear Pr inc Ip al
:
Thank you sincerely for the return of the
postcard to me signifying that you were willing to parti-
cipate in my Master of Education study of democratic par-
ticipation in the administration and supervision of the
secondary schools of Massachusetts.
Please fill out by simple checks the inquiry
form enclosed, following the directions given and return
the form to me in the self-addressed stamped envelope
provided. It should take no more than 20 minutes of your
time.
I shall be very haopy to s end you a summary
of my findings at the conclusion of my study.
I should like to give you my complete as-
surance that any information given to me in checking the
enclosed form will be kept in strict professional confi-
dence. There will be no quotations either by name or
by school.
Thank you again for your willingness to
personally participate in this study and for making it
possible for me to obtain the cooperation of your social
studies teachers.
Very sincerely.
J. F, O’Connor, Principal
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INQUIRY FORM
DEMOCRATIC PARTICIPATION IN THE
ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION
OF THE SECONDARD SCHOOLS OF
j^iassachusetts
Check-List on Participation for Secondary School Principals
Name of the person making this report:
Official Position
Name of the School
City or 'I^owti
Grades included in your school - Please encircle: 7 8 9 10 11 12
f
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Part I
Have you solicited the help of teachers in cooperatively deter-
mining the administrative policies and practices in the items listed
below? For instance, if the teachers have the opportunity to partici-
pate but do not do so, please place a check "v/’' in column (2), If
they have the opportunity and actually do participate, please place
a check ’V” in columns (2) and (3).
Opportunity
to
Particinate
Actual
Participation
(1) f2) (3)
1. Teachers required to reside in city
before being emnloyed
2. V^/hile teaching here, teacher must re-
sicle m this c ommuxi ity •••«**t*jf*««***
3 0 Leave of absence ••••#••••••••••••*•••
L. Sick leave
5. Employment of married women
6. Qualification of teachers other than
legal requirements ..f. ...... .........
7. Time teachers are to arrive and may
depart from school ...................
8. Smoking by women teachers
9. Smoking by men teachers
10. School newspaper editorial policy ....
11. Teacher attendance at P. T. A.
12. The hour children may enter school
buildings on school days
13. Teacher participation in town or city
affairs ..............................
14. Administrative and departmental
authority and responsibility
15 . Teacher attendance at Teacher
l6. Teacher visiting days
17. Provision for adequate physical
teaching facilities
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Part II
6o
If there is a definite policy in your school system concerning
the items listed below, please place a ’V” in column (2) to designate
that fact and place s in the other columns according to the prac-
tice utilized in Part I,
Policy
Teacher Principal
Oppor-
tunitv
Partici-
pation
Oppor-
tune tv
Partici-
oation
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1. Selection of textbooks ...
2. Preparation c;‘ budget ....
3
•
Preparation of salary
schednle ••<•«•••••••••••«•
U. Preparation of course of
st u(iy §•••«##••••••••••••#
5. Planning and conducting
teachers’ meetings
6. Developing and planning
pupil personnel records
and reports
7. Evaluating personnel
8. Participation in building
planning
9. Assignment of teachers to
buildings and grades
10. Preparation of school
c a 1 end ar
11. School participation in
community parades, pag-
eants, etc.
12. Conduct and management of
13. Determination of class
size
14. Purchase of supplies .....
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Part III
6l
.
Checking of the following items Is designed to supplement in a
more detailed fashion the information obtained in Parts I and II.
Please place a in the parentheses beside the practice in effect
in your school system.
I. Remuneration:
( ) A* The equal-pai^-for-men-and-women law is in effect in my
community.
( ) B, Teachers are required to take graduate courses for self-
improvement,
( ) C. Teachers are compensated by increases in salary for
taking graduate courses,
( ) D. Teachers are granted permanent increments for obtaining
Master’s degrees.
( ) E. A definite salary schedule is in effect in my community,
( ) F. Teachers receive extra pay for assumption of extra-cur-
ricular responsibilities.
II, Cooperation in Practice:
( ) A. A definite schedule of teachers’ meetings is followed,
( ) B, Teachers have the opportunity to initiate teachers’
meetings in your school,
( ) C. Teachers are allowed to give full voice to their opin-
ions in these meetings,
( ) D. The Vvorkshop Plan has been tried or is being used in
this school,
( ) E. Principal’s Round Table discussion groups have been
tried in this school.
( ) F. Coordinating committees of teachers and departments
help the school to run cooperatively.
G, Teacher differences of opinion are settled by:
( ) 1. loint conference of teachers involved
( ) 2. Principal's decision
( ) 3. Faculty Courts
( ) 4. Recourse to the Superintendent of Schools
( ) H, Teachers are consulted in advance before a change in
school policy,
( ) I. Advisory committees help the Principal run the School
( ) 1. Members of these committees appointed by Principal
( ) 2. Members of these committees elected by teachers
( ) J. Supervisory reports of the Principal are reviewed with
the teacher or teachers involved.
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Part IV
Vi/hat specific obstacles have impeded efforts at cooperative
or democratic administration in your school (from the Principal’s
point of view)? Example: Lack of teacher training in democratic
principles and practices")
1 .
2 .
5 .
k->
If you desire a summary of the results of my study, please place
a check here
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J. FRANCIS O'CONNOR, principai. TELEPHONE 111-12
Dear Teacher:
I would appreciate your indulgence and your
help in o project which is part of a requirement for my
Master of Education degree to be received from Boston
University under the auspices of Dr. Roy 0. Billet,
The project is a siirvey concerning the extent
to which democratic principles are followed in the admin-
istration and supervision of the secondary schools of
Massachusetts,
I have written to your principal and received
his permission to ask you to participate in this survey and
he has signified his own willingness to participate by fill-
ing out a check-list inquiry form.
If you are willing to help me, please fill
out the enclosed inquiry form by checking the various
items as outlined in the directions, and return the form to
me directly in the self-addressed staxTiped envelope provided.
It should take no more than 20 minutes of your time.
You may rest assured that any and all inform-
ation given to me in the check-list will be kept in strict
professional confidence. There will be no quotations of
course, either by name or by school,
I shall be very happy to provide you with a
summary of my findings when my study is completed.
Thank you for your kindness and your cooper-
ation.
Very sincerely,
X /
y J. F. O’Connor, Principal
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INQUIRY FORM
DEMOCRATIC PARTICIPATION IN THE
ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION
OF THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF
MASSACHUSETTS
Check-list on Participation for Social Studies Teachers
Name of the person making this report:
Name of School
Name of City or Town

^ 5 .
Part I
If there is a definite policy or practice regarding the problems
mentioned below in your school, please place a in the column cap-
tioned (2). If the opportunity to participate in the formulation and
administration of this policy is present, please place a in column
(3) and if this opportunity is utilized, please place a in column
{U)
•
The same procedure should be followed for columns (5) and (6).
Please be frank. Your replies will be held in strict confidence,
and neither you nor the school will be quoted.
—
Policy
Teacher Principal
Oppor-
tunitv
Partic-
ination
Oppor-
tunitv
Partic-
ioation
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Policy or Practice dealing with
1. Employment of married
women teachers
2. Place of residence of
teachers employed
3. Leave of absence
4. Absence due to personal
illness .................sf
5. Employment of home teach-
ers
1
i
t
6. Hour of teacher arrival at
school
7. Smoking by women teach-
8. Smoking by men teachers
9. Teacher attendance at
P. T. A. meetings
10. School newspaper editorial
11. Teacher membership in as-
sociation, N. E. A.
,
Labor etc^
.
12. Teacher visiting days
13. Provision for adequate
teaching facilities
1
i
1
1
1
1.
14. Teacher attendance at
Teacher Conventions ——
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Part II
Please place a in the appropriate colujim below to indicate
whether teachers and the principal have not only the opportunity but
actually do participate in the activities listed.
i
1
Teacher
|
Principal
Activity Policy OppoT'-
tvnizy
!!
Port 1C-
jj
Oppor-
j. pat i on ! tuni ty
Partic-
ipation
(1) (2) (3; (4) (5) (6)
1. Selecting textbooks
2. Preparing the budget c«..
3. Preparing salary sched-
ules
4. Building and evaluating
course of study o .
»
5. Planning and conducting
teachers’ meetings
6. Developing and planning
pupil personnel records
and reports • •
7. Evaluation of personnel:
a. Teaching
h • Pulpxl e«4***»««*«*e&
c. Maintenance
8. Employing teachers
9» Employing janitors
10, Discharging teachers
11. Planning school builds
ings
12> Assigning teachers to
buildings and grades
13» Preparing school calen-
dar
14, Determining participation
in community parades,
pageants etc,
15-^ Formulating supervisory
activities 9,oso9r,ct*,«3
16. Determining promotion
practices and policies ,,
17. Determining pupil class-
ification practices
18. Determining standards of
conduct 99,e,,,,,,,,oo,,«
19. Determining disciplinary
practices oo^oc,,,,,
20. Determining playground
supervision practices ..o
21. Formulating extra-curric-
ular practices , , . , ,
,
,
.
,
»
22. Planning assembly pro-
arp.s #*••••••••••
23e Preparing daily pro-
grams ,,,,,op»309e,,»9,,,
24. Determining class size
25. Selecting and administer-
ing tests
-

Part III
67.
Checking of the follov;ing items is designed to supplement in a
more detailed fashion the information obtained in Parts I and II.
Please place a in the parentheses beside the practice in effect
in your school system.
I. Remuneration:
( ) A. The equal-pa^/'-for-men-and-women law is in effect in my
community.
( ) B. Teachers are required to take graduate courses for self-
improvement.
{ ) C. Teachers are compensated by increases in salary for
taking graduate courses,
( ) D. Teachers are granted permanent increments for obtaining
Master’s degrees.
( ) E, A definite salary schedule is in effect in my community,
( ) F. Teachers receive extra pay for assumption of extra-cur-
ricular responsibilities.
II. Cooperation in Practice:
( ) A. A definite schedule of teachers’ meetings is followed,
( ) B, Teachers have the opportunity to initiate teachers’
meetings in your school.
{ ) C. Teachers are allowed to give full voice to their opin-
ions in these meetings,
( ) D. The Workshop Plan has been tried or is being used in
this school.
( ) E. Principal’s Round Table discussion groups have been
tried in this school,
( ) F. Coordinating committees of teachers and departments
help the school to run cooperatively.
G. Teacher differences of opinion are settled by:
( ) 1. Joint conference of teacliers involved
( ) 2. Principal’s decision
{ ) 3 . Faculty Courts
( ) A. Recourse to the Superintendent of Schools
( ) H. Teachers are consulted in advance before a change in
school policy.
( ) I. Advisory committees help the Principal run the School
( ) 1. Members of these committees appointed by Principal
( ) 2. Members of these committees elected by teachers
( ) J. Supervisory reports of the Principal are reviewed with
the teacher or teachers involved.
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PART IV
vVhat specific obstacles have impeded efforts at
cooperative or democratic administration in your school
(from the teacher’s point of view)? Example:
'’Disinclination of administration")-.
1 .
2 ,
5 *
k-
If you desire a summary of the results of my study, please
place a check here
,
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